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The JRC…
• It is the “Joint Research Centre” of 

the European Commission.

• Based in 
Ispra/Seville/Petten/Brussels/Geel/
Karlsruhe.

• The aim is to support EU policy 
decisions with scientific and 
technical research

• Covers a very wide range of 
research fields (environment, 
engineering, IT, health)

• Models and simulations are very 
widely used, and therefore 
sensitivity and uncertainty analysis 
is crucial.



About modelling…



George Box: “all 
models are wrong, 
some are useful”

Box, G.E.P., Robustness in the
strategy of scientific model building,
in Robustness in Statistics, R.L.
Launer and G.N. Wilkinson, Editors.
1979, Academic Press: New York.



<<[…] most simulation models will be complex, with many 
parameters, state-variables and non linear relations. Under the best 
circumstances, such models have many degrees of freedom and, 
with judicious fiddling, can be made to produce virtually any desired 
behaviour, often with both plausible structure and parameter 
values.>>

Hornberger and Spear (1981).
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Modelling is a craftmanship … (R. Rosen, Life 
itself 1991)

Encoding exercise: from phenomenon to formal 
system (theories, laws, subjective choices, 
assumptions)

Different assumptions can lead to different 
predictions an example



Useless Arithmetic: Why Environmental 
Scientists Can't Predict the Future
by Orrin H. Pilkey and  Linda Pilkey-Jarvis 

Mathematical models used by 
policy makers and government administrators 
to shape environmental policies 
are seriously flawed

Useless Arithmetic



TSPA (like any other model) relies on 
assumptions -- a crucial one being the low 
permeability of the geological formation and 
hence the long time needed for the water to 
percolate from the desert surface to the 
level of the underground disposal. 

The confidence of the experts in TSPA was not helped when evidence was 
produced which led to an upward revision of 4 orders of magnitude of this 
parameter (the Cl-36  story)

Yucca Mountain repository for radioactive waste disposal. Very large model 
called TSPA (total system performance assessment) is composed of 286 
sub-models. 



Other examples in the book show how stakeholders 

and media alike tend to expect or suspect

instrumental use of computational models, whereby

uncertainty is amplified or dampened as a function of
convenience.



The IFPRI had raised about 
$460,000 for a model-based 
assessment*, which would have 
provided insights to help 
policymakers to compare 
alternative policy scenarios […]

*Aim: to show that GMO was necessary to feed 
an increasingly populated world

[… ] But Greenpeace’s Haerlin and 
others objected that the models were 
not “transparent”. 
Source: Dueling visions for an hungry world, Erik 
Stokstad, 14 MARCH 2008, 319 SCIENCE



“They talk as if simulation were real-world data. 
They ‘re not. That ‘s a problem that has to be fixed. I 
favor a stamp: WARNING: COMPUTER SIMULATION 
– MAY BE ERRONEOUS and UNVERIFIABLE. Like on 

cigarettes […]”
Op. Cit.  p. 556 . 
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The spectre of type III errors (analysing the 
wrong problem): 

Donald Rumsfeld version: "Reports that say that 
something hasn't happened are always 
interesting to me, because as we know, there are 
known knowns; there are things we know we 
know. 

We also know there are known unknowns; that is 
to say we know there are some things we do not 
know. 

But there are also unknown unknowns -- the 
ones we don't know we don't know."



We just can’t predict. 

Modelling is just another attempt to ‘Platonify’ reality…

Nassim Nicholas Taleb, 
The Black Swan: How the 
improbable governs our 
lives, Penguin, London 

2007

The Platonic fold is the place where our representation of reality is 
not applicable anymore, but we do not know where it is located.



The analyst can scrutinize uncertainties in model 
parameters, input data, assumptions and alternative model 
conceptualizations 
how they propagate through the model 
Their effect on predictions (it is a ‘forward process’) 
Results useful to see whether decisions can be taken.

Uncertainty Analysis

What is the uncertainty in the model predictions as a result of uncertainty 
in its inputs?



- Intelligent Transport
Systems
- Traffic control options

Parameters of Traffic flow 
models, route choice
models, etc.

Flows, Travel
times, queues,  
CO2

Origin-destination demand
profiles



Sensitivity Analysis

What is causing the uncertainty in the model results and to what extent? How do the inputs of 
a model affect the outputs?

Why?
• Identify inputs causing most uncertainty – direct research or information gathering
• Model simplification - identify inputs that do not affect the output, therefore redundant
• Check the effect of (model/policy) assumptions on model output (robustness test)
• Identifying errors - are there unexpected relationships between inputs and outputs?
• To see the danger that the model is used instrumentally.



Scenario Analysis is not Sensitivity Analysis

Yet sensitivity analysis is an ingredient for scenario analysis
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• local SA: 
- evaluation of partial derivatives 
- works in the neighborhood of nominal point x0
- use of Taylor-like formulas 

• global SA: 
- full range of uncertainty 
- Monte Carlo methods to generate samples
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Regression / correlation
Screening techniques

Variance decomposition
Moment- independent

Statistical tests
Graphical tools

• OAT SA: 
- evaluation of model output at two different points for one input
- the other inputs are kept fixed



At large dimension of input space OAT explores negligible
volume with respect to GSA

Limitations of OAT

Area circle / area square = 0.78

Volume sphere / volume cube = 0.5

In 10 dimensions:
Vol hyper-sphere / vol. hyper-cube 
= 0.0025
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GSAdoes explore the boundaries of the input space
and the modeller is afraid the model will crash.

Preference of using OAT

That’s the main reason why most of the sensitivity analysis that we 
encounter in practice are local or OAT:

J. Campbell, et al., Science 322, 1085 (2008).
R. Bailis, M. Ezzati, D. Kammen, Science 308, 98 (2005).
E. Stites, P. Trampont, Z. Ma, K. Ravichandran, Science 318, 463 (2007).
J. Murphy, et al., Nature 430, 768-772 (2004).
J. Coggan, et al., Science 309, 446 (2005).



“… Sensitivity analysis can be used 
to explore how the impacts of the 
options you are analysing would 
change in response to variations in 
key parameters and how they 
interact.” 

15 January 2009 
SEC(2009) 92 



“ [SA] methods should
preferably be able to deal with a model 
regardless of assumptions about a 
model’s linearity and additivity, 
consider interaction effects among 
input uncertainties, […], and evaluate 
the effect of an input while all other 
inputs are allowed to vary as well.”



Common methods for GSA

A major issue in global sensitivity analysis 
is the number of model runs required to 
conduct the analysis. 

Another issue is whether the analyst can 
choose the sample points or has to rely on 
given data points.



Case I
Analyst can choose 

points

Case II
Points are given

Expensive modelCheap model

Brute‐force Screening Emulators smoothing

First‐order 
indices (S)

Total‐order 
indices (ST)

Other 
measures
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Sobol/FAST



Variance-based 
techniques

and implementation of 
Saltelli/Sobol’ method



First-order indices

Consider a model f, with k uncertain inputs 
{x1, x2,…, xk} and a single output y. x y
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The expected reduction of variance 
that is obtained when xi is fixed over 

its uncertainty range.
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First order indices explain more output uncertainty than 
linear regression
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Here linear regression does not explain anything
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The expected amount of variance 
that would remain unexplained (residual variance) 

if xi, and only xi, were left free to vary over its uncertainty range.

Use: for model simplification, to identify unessential inputs in the model, 
which are not important neither singularly nor in combination with others. 

An input with a small value of its total effect sensitivity index can be frozen
to any value within its range.

)(/)]|([ YVarxYVarES iTi −=

Total effects

)]|([)]|([)( ii xYVarExYEVarYVar −− +=



Calculating sensitivities: brute-force method

Brute-force method
Cost = N*r*k
r = n. of conditional values
N = n. pts over a cond. value
k = n. model inputs
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FAST (Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test), (Cukier et al., 1973)

The method of Sobol’, (Sobol’, 1993)

An improvement of the Sobol’ method, (Saltelli, 2002)

EFAST (Extended FAST), (Saltelli, Tarantola and Chan, 1999)

Random Balance Designs (Tarantola, Gatelli, Mara, 2006)

Improvement of Sobol’ for small indices (Sobol’, Tarantola, et al.,2007)

The method of Jansen, (Jansen, 1994)

Best practices for first and total indices (Saltelli et al., 2010)
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Saltelli / Sobol’ formula

Let (x’) be an independent realization of (x)

x-i means all inputs but xi
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Estimation of first order indices

This uses an ad-hoc design
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Estimation of first order indices

This uses an ad-hoc design
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Note that accuracy increases as N increases. Requires a total of N(k+2) runs.
N is typically 128, 256,…1024 etc. depending on level of accuracy that one 
wants to achieve and available resources



Saltelli, A., P. Annoni, I. Azzini, F. Campolongo, M. Ratto, S. Tarantola, (2010) Variance based sensitivity 
analysis of model output. Design and estimator for the total sensitivity index, Computer Physics 
Communications, 181, 259–270

R.E. Caflisch, Monte Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo methods, Acta Numerica 7 (1998) 1–49.

I.M. Sobol’, Sensitivity estimates for nonlinear mathematical models, Mathematical Modeling and 
Computational Experiment 1 (4) (1993) 407–414.

References



Screening Methods
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Screening Methods

4216 December 2013

Screening is a class of methods that allow a “rough” 
first sensitivity analysis, for a smaller computational 
cost than Monte Carlo methods.

They can be applied to problems of reasonably high 
dimensionality (even above 100 dimensions)

Screening may be followed by VB or emulator 
techniques to provide quantitative SA on the more 
important inputs



The Morris method - concept

4316 December 2013

Introduced in a paper by Max Morris, 
1991

Consists of varying one input at a 
time (OAT), but at different starting 
points in the input space

Uses an average measure of the 
“elementary effect” of each input, by 
observing the effect on the output. 

Note that this is quantitative, but 
does not have a direct interpretation 
in terms of output variance (in 
contrast with S, ST)



The Morris method - design

4416 December 2013

The design consists of R trajectories in 
the input space

The range of each input is divided into a 
number of levels, creating a grid

A grid point is randomly chosen as 
starting point. The design then moves a 
distance of ∆i in the direction of x1, then 
∆i in the direction of x2, and so on for all 
inputs

This creates a “winding stairs” trajectory 
of k+1 points

A new random point is selected and a new 
trajectory is constructed. This is repeated 
for R trajectories, at a cost of R(k+1) 
model runs



The Morris method - evaluation

4516 December 2013

Sensitivity is calculated for each input as the mean of R elementary effects:

i.e. (modulus allows varying sign)

A further useful measure of nonlinearity and interaction is given by the variance of the 
elementary effects:

If the response of the output to a given input were perfectly linear, the elementary effects 
would be identical anywhere in the input space and sigma_i = 0.



An approach using radial design

4616 December 2013

Radial design is recommended  
due to space-filling 

The increment \delta is not 
fixed but random

Can get some useful info with 
few runs per variable (small N)

Screening allows ranking of 
variables but not estimation of 
variance



Very simple example

4716 December 2013

Take a very simple model:

We run a radial screening design with 20 points (R=5) in three dimesions.

We find the results:

compare with variance-based:

We can pick out the important variables (1 and 3), and possibly discard the second

Tests are on-going to investigate  whether (radial) Morris converges faster than 
Sobol’/Saltelli (it seems it depends on the test model).



References
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Method of Morris:

M.D. Morris. Factorial sampling plans for preliminary computational experiments. 
Technometrics, pages 161-174, 1991

F. Campolongo, J. Cariboni, and A. Saltelli. An effective screening design for 
sensitivity analysis of large models. Environmental Modelling & Software, 
22(10):1509-1518, 2007.

Radial designs:

F. Campolongo, A. Saltelli, and J. Campolongo. From screening to quantitative 
sensitivity analysis. a unified approach. Computer Physics Communication, 
182(4):978-988, 2011.



Two possible procedures for complex models

1. Perform screening on the full model

2. Develop an emulator of the model and 
perform global SA

Emulators need to be validated against the real model

Difficult to build an emulator when  the dimensionality of the input space is above 10



Unresolved Issues

5016 December 2013

Correlated inputs! Unfortunately there is no established way of dealing with this. Some 
literature is starting to appear on the subject. Suggestion: do analysis by groups of factors. 
Otherwise assume independence.

Too many inputs/outputs! Have to use discretion.

Extremely Nonlinear Response! Some metamodels may have difficulty fitting highly 
nonlinear responses.



Resources:
http://ipsc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/?id=756

Eighth summer school 
on sensitivity analysis
24-27 June, 2014 Ranco (Italy)

For info:
sensitivity-analysis@jrc.ec.europa.eu


